Varying estlmates
HOw many words are there in English? And how many of these words does a native speaker know? These apparently simple little questions turn out to be surprisingly complicated. In answer to the first, estimates have been given ranging from half a million to over 2 million. In answer to the second, the estimates have been as low as 10,000 and over ten times that number. People are, it seems, quite happy to drop all kinds of figures into their lectures and publications (see Panel 1). The figures give the impression of great precision -though it should be noted that they are usually accompanied by such emptying expressions as 'approximately', 'on average', or 'it is thought'. Nonetheless, the vagueness does not stop organizations offering courses and exercises (at a price) that will enable readers to 'increase their word power' -without ever providing these readers with the opportunity of discovering what their current word power actually is.
How can we throw light on this apparently confusing area? Let us begin with the question of how many words there are in English -a topic which has attracted almost as many estimates as estimators. The question is complex for two reasons. It partly depends on what you count as an English word, and partly on where you go looking for them.
What counts as a word?
Consider the problems, if someone asked you to count the number of words in English. You would immediately find thousands of cases where you would not be sure whether to count one word or two. In writing, it is often not clear whether something should be written as a single word, as two words, or hyphenated. night (= two weeks) and nappy (= baby wear) from Britain, loch( = lake) and wee (= small) from Scotland, dunny (= money) and duppy (= ghost) from Jamaica, lakh (= a hundred thousand) and crore (= ten million)
from India, and many more. Regional dialect words have every right to be included in an English vocabulary count. They are English words, after all-even if they are used only in a single locality. But no one knows how many there are. Several big dictionary projects exist, cataloguing the local words used in some of these areas, but in many parts of the world where English is a mother-tongue or second language, there has been little or no research. And the smaller the locality, the greater the problem. Everyone knows that 'local' words exist: 'we have our own word for such-and-such round here'. Local dialect societies sometimes print lists of them, and dialect surveys try to keep records of them. But surveys are lengthy and expensive enterprises, and not many have been completed. As a result, most regional vocabulary -especially that used in cities -is never recorded. There must be thousands of distinctive words inhabiting such areas as Brooklyn, the East End of London, San Francisco, Edinburgh and Liverpool, none of which has ever appeared in any dictionary.
The more colloquial varieties of English -and slang, in particularalso tend to be given inadequate treatment. In dictionary-writing, the tradition has been to take material only from the written language, and this has led to the compilers concentrating on educated, standard forms. They commonly leave out nonstandard expressions, such as everyday slang and obscenities, as well as the slang of specific social groups, such as the army, sport, thieves, public school, banking, or medicine. Eric Partridge once devoted a whole dictionary to this world of 'slang and unconventional English'. Some of the words it contained were thought to be so shocking that for several years many libraries banned it from their open shelves! Keeping track of slang, though, is one of the most difficult tasks in vocabulary study, because it can be so shifting and short-lived.
The lifespan of a word or phrase may be only a few years -or even months. The expression might fall out of use in one social group, and reappear some time later in another. Who knows exactly There seems to be no more agreement about the size of an adult's vocabulary than there is about the total number of words in English. Estimates do indeed vary, as we have seen. Part of the problem, I imagine', is what is meant by 'educated'. But whether we are educated or not, how can we find out the truth of the matter?
We might tape record everything we said and heard for a month, or a year, and keep a record of everything we read and wrote. Then we could tabulate all the words, mark which ones we understood and which we failed to understand, and count up. But life is too short.
An alternative, which can be carried out in a couple of hours, gives a fairly good idea. You take a medium-sized dictionary -one which contains about 100,000 entries -and test your know ledge of a sample of the words it contains. A sample of about 2% of the whole, taken from various sections of the alphabet, gives a reasonable result. In other words, if such a dictionary were 2000 pages long, you would have a sample of 40 pages. Use the following procedure. 
WORDS USED WORDS KNOWN
The results are interesting. Note that passive vocabulary is much larger than active. This will always be the case. You will also find that it's easier to make up your mind about the words you definitely know than the words you frequently use. Even allowing for wishful thinking, sampling bias, and other such factors, it would seem that some of the widely quoted estimates of our vocabulary size are a long way from reality. Comparisons with Shakespeare or other past writers are' meaningless, given the enormous increase in English vocabulary since his day. What I would now very much like to know is (a) whether this procedure can be tightened up in some way, or whether a better procedure can be suggested? and (b) what range of totals emerge from people of varying backgrounds and ages? ET will publish in due course a range of vocabulary estimates from readers who have tried out the procedure for themselves (or, if they prefer, have tried it out on a 'friend'). If you do send in these details, please make sure you include data on age, educational background, and occupation, as well as the dictionary you used. The results will always be interesting, and may be surprising. If nothing else, it can provide you with a good topic for parties. There really isn't a way of capping such observations as 'I have an active vocabulary of approximately 38,600 words'. It will be a safe conversation-stopper -unless, that is, you encounter another ET reader at the same party. • When you've finished, add up the ticks in each column, and multiply the total by 50 (if the sample was 2% of the whole). The total in the first column is probably an underestimate of your vocabulary size. And if you take the first two columns together, the total will probably be an overestimate.
This procedure of course doesn't allow for people who happen to know a large number of non-standard words that may not be in the dictionary (such as local dialect words). If you are such a person, the figures will have to be adjusted again -bu~that will be pure guesswork.
Here are the estimates for the first two columns, as filled in by a female office secretary in her 50s:
• The • It's wise to break this sample down into a series of selections, say of 5 pages each, from different parts of the dictionary. It wouldn't be sensible to take all 40 pages from the letter U, for instance, as a large number of these words would begin with un-, and this would hardly be typical. On the other hand, prefixes are an important aspect of English word formation, so we mustn't exclude them entirely. Similarly, it would be silly to include a section containing a large number of scientific words (such as the section containing electro-), or rare words (such as those beginning with X).
• One possible sample, which tries to balance various factors of this kind, would take sections of 5 complete pages from each of the following parts of the dictionary: C-, EX-, J-, 0-, PL-, SC-, TO-and UN-. Begin with the first full page in each case -in other words, don't include the very first page of the C section, if the heading takes up a large part of the page; ignore the first few EX-entries, if they start towards the bottom of a page; and so on.
